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SNIPES’ GOALS:
 • CAPTURE FOR VALID EMAILS
 • DRIVE DIGITAL CONVERSION
   FROM STORE TO ECOMM

THE CHALLENGES: CROSS-DEPARTMENTAL ALIGNMENT & UNKNOWN 
PERFORMANCE

THE SOLUTION: DEPLOY CURRENT ORDER TRACKING PROVIDER FLEXENGAGE

POS data has historically been a more challenging channel to pull from, digital receipt 
programs were unfamiliar territory for SNIPES, and confidence in this message type’s 
ability to drive the desired results was low. Additionally, cross-departmental dependen-
cies for the digital and in-store teams meant that alignment on the strategy was critical.

Based on the success of migrating their order tracking solution to flexEngage, 
SNIPES knew that flexEngage would be the best option if they wanted to successfully 
pull the POS data and launch the program as quickly as possible. 

SNIPES is a global sneaker and streetwear retailer supporting, empowering, and celebrating street culture through its communities since its 
founding in 1998. The brand currently has over 300 stores across Europe and 100 stores across the United States.

SNIPES continuously looks for ways to provide best-in-class experiences wherever and 
whenever the customer engages. The retailer eyed digital receipts to fill multiple 
business objectives including offering a new check-out experience, introducing in-store 
customers to its newly improved digital experience, personalizing communication, and 
improving customer service. Digital receipts allow SNIPES to strengthen offline to 
online relationships by pulling in-store transactional data into its customer service 
management solution, Salesforce Service Cloud. To do this, the customer is asked to 
opt-in twice to ensure communication goes out with the right messages for the right 
audience. 
An often-overlooked medium, the digital receipt offered the brand an opportunity to 
move further into an omnichannel-centric strategy by offering visibility into true 
attribution of how the digital and in-store channels affect one another. Jenna Flateman 
Posner, VP Digital, for SNIPES explains, “We needed a retail tech partner that could not 
only service as an e-receipt provider in the functional sense but acknowledge that the 
data deriving from those interactions has the potential to offer our customers and us 
great value.” She continues, “with the partnership between Salesforce Service Cloud 
and flexEngage, SNIPES is perfectly positioned, upon opt-in cross channel, to marry 
historic omni-channel data to the customer record to springboard personalization and 
leverage this very intentional effort to democratize data across all digital touchpoints.”

Through the collaboration, SNIPES was not only able to further digitize the in-store 
shopping experience, but successfully introduce its in-store customers to an expanded 
shopping experience, personalized communication, and improved customer service. They 
were also able to surpass their adoption rate and open rate goals.

THE RESULTS:

 • SIGNIFICANT ERECEIPT ADOPTION RATE
 • MEASURE OMNICHANNEL IMPACT
   ON TOP-LINE REVENUE

4X ROI
3 MONTHS
POST-PILOT

AOV INCREASE
STORE -  ECOMM

45%


